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Summary

- ASR of Czech typically leverages its fairly regular orthography and relies mostly on rule-generated pronunciations instead of a dictionary.
- However, in colloquial speech, some frequently observed reduced pronunciation variants of common words markedly differ from rule-generated canonical ones.
- The manual phonetic transcriptions in the newly available ORTOFON corpus [1] are a source of empirically observed colloquial variants.

Q: Can ASR of Czech be improved by extending the pronunciation model with irregular variants?
A: If at all, then only through carefully hand-picking a limited number of variants, at least given current state-of-the-art systems (KALDI).

Pruning the dictionary

1. automatic threshold (thresh4 more aggressive than thresh9)
   ▶ goal: drastically reduce max. # of variants per item while preserving distinctions between highly, mildly and marginally variable items
   ▶ adaptive capping algorithm (see paper)
   ▶ additionally, variants discarded if only seen once, contained rare phones, or short & homophonous
2. manual filtering by expert in the phonetics of colloquial Czech
   ▶ in manual1, all plausible variants were kept
   ▶ in manual2, only variants with salient perceptual/acoustic differences were retained + rare phones replaced by more common counterparts

Language and acoustic models

- follow published Vystadial recipe for KALDI [2]
- language models: zerogram and bigram
- acoustic models (see full paper for details): mono (monophone), tril, tril2, tril3 (increasingly sophisticated triphone models)

Results

Figure 1: On Vystadial data (vanilla roughly matches original results reported in [2]).
Figure 2: On our own new ORTOFON data.

Conclusions

- More lenient pruning methods retain too much variability which confuses rather than helps the system.
- When transferring pronunciation variants encoded for the purpose of linguistic analysis to the domain of ASR, hand curation is needed and less is more.
- Would a probabilistic pronunciation dictionary with frequency-based weights perform better?
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